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By Anne Forbes

Floris Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
Dragonfire, Anne Forbes, "Well, I didn't ask to be a pigeon! .I
wanted to be an eagle, didn't I? .Why couldn't we have been
eagles instead of pigeons? What a life! Nothing but cooo, cooo
and peck, peck, all the time." ".This is the High Street not the
Highlands! We're no here to cause a sensation, and .if it weren't
for your stupidity, we wouldn't be here in the first place!"
Stroppy pigeons in Edinburgh's Old Town. It's not a normal
part of daily life -- but things are never going to be the same
again. Clara and Neil have always known the MacArthurs, the
little people who live under Arthur's Seat, in Holyrood Park, but
they are not quite prepared for what else is living under the hill.
Feuding faery lords, missing whisky, magic carpets, firestones
and ancient spells .where will it end? And how did it all start?
Set against the backdrop of the Edinburgh Fringe and Military
Tattoo this is a fast-paced comic adventure, full of magic,
mayhem and mystery -- and a dragon.
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It in a of the best publication. It really is rally intriguing throgh reading through period of time. You will not feel
monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you request me).
-- Dr . Pa t Heg m a nn-- Dr . Pa t Heg m a nn

It in one of my favorite publication. It is among the most awesome publication i have go through. I am just quickly will
get a delight of reading through a published publication.
-- Pr of . Ma r tin Zbonca k DV M-- Pr of . Ma r tin Zbonca k DV M
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